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War is not a suitable image for Colby aspirations;
is Colby an academic institution or a resort ?
3

periscope

Gleaned from Earl Smith's weekly
newsletter, F.Y.I.
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from the hill

Lunder Wing dedicated; Raspberry wants good
news; Didier Kamundu Batundi works for peace
in Congo.
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Digging for clues from J esus's time; G u i lain
Denoeux shapes Lebanon; Richard Sewell
returns to Macbeth's Birnam Wood.

fund-raising success.
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A face for the homeless

books & authors

J eff Wuorio ' 79 takes worry out of managing
money; poet Ronald Moran '58 hooks fish
out of water; Mary Beth M i l ls explores
Thai migration.

Macy Delong '71 helps others
help themselves.
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Meet Bro Adams

Colby's next president and h is family
share thoughts on the College and a
new l ife in Waterville.
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mules on the move

Rugby team bound for nationals, again; runner
Sarah Toland '00, an All-Ameri..an.
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student life

J ake Conklin '00 works for public health; Colby
bookstore girds for on- line competition; Maria
Gonzalez '0 1 bolsters foreign trade.
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gifts & grants

Internship fund, professorship honor Cotters;
gifts establish two more faculty chairs.
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final period

For Earl Smith (and others) the issue was tissue.
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